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Keith C. Collins
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13, Briton Crescent,
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Tollerton
Nottinghamshire N0l2 4EX
il01159-373762
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Internet Address: http://www.nzstamps.org.uk/nzsgb

SOCIETY NEWS:
MEMBERSHIP NEWS:
NEW MEMBERS:
We welcome:

G. Davidson, Hartlepool,
C. Ford, Middlesex,
I. H. Merckel, Oldham,
D. 1. Northover, Letchworth,
K. R. Pemberton, Barnsley
NEXT MEETING OF THE SOCIETY
The next meeting of the Society will be held on July 25th and will be on the subject of 'Social
Philately'. At present, displays are to be given by Margaret Frankcom on 'The Life of the Early
Settlers' and Lewis Giles on 'The Life of the Gold Miner'.
Those attending the meeting are also invited to bring along interesting items about the life of
early farmers, statesmen, soldiers etc.
Will those planning to bring along items to show, please contact Lewis Giles (il 01634846696)
to allow some co-ordination.
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NEXT MEETING OF THE NORTHERN GROUP
The next meeting of the Northern Regional Group will be held on September 19th, 2009 at St.
Luke' s Church, Orrell, starting at 12.00.
This will be our annual comp etition, the usual 12 sheets on any subject. The judge will be last
years winner, Don Scregg. Also, can members bring along items of interest to show after the
competition.
Reminder: We now start at 12.00 and finish at 15.00. There will be joint meeting between the
Northern and Scottish Regional Groups at the Lake's Hotel, Carlisle on October 24 th, 2009.

THE ANNUAL AUCTION
Following last years success, the Society Annual Auction will be held on Kiwi
Day in November. Notification of the rules for the auction are published on
page 80 of this Kiwi.
The auction will only be successful if there are enough contributions. So look
out items that are surplus to your requirements and send a description of items
for sale to the Hon. Editor for inclusion in the catalogue by JULY 17TH.
As notified in previous issues of The Kiwi, the auction catalogue will be emailed to members. If you have want a hard copy, please contact Derek
Diamond.
JOINT MEETING WITH THE NATI ONAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY, AUGUST gTII, 2009
On Saturday, August 8t \ 2009 , we are holding a joint meeting with the National Philatelic
Society, within whose library our collection of philateli c books and jo urna ls is now managed.
the subject for the displays is 'S urcharges and Overprints' , of which New Zealand philately has
many and varied examples. Mich ael Wilkinson, the Library Liaison Officer, is helping to
organise the joint meeting and asks members with material to display to contact him by early July
(a 01732 456997 or e-mail MWilkin799@aol.com).
The jo int meeting will be at the Phoenix Centre, next to Freeling House, the current home of the
British Postal Museum & Archive, which in tum is part of the same building as the Mount
Pleasant Mail Centre. The address is Phoenix Place, London WCI X ODL. King 's Cross, Russell
Square, Chancery Lane and Farringdon underground stations are all within about 10-15 minutes
walk. There is a map at www.ukphilately.org.uklnps/map/wher eweare.htm . Michael Wilkinson
can provide further directions if needed.
The programme for the day, which members are welcome to join at any stage, is as follows:
Meeting room opens for viewing of NPS auction lots and browsing latest
11.15
magazines and auction catalogues
12.00
Lunch - NPS members will suggest suitable venues
13.00
NPS Auction: NZSG B members will be allowed to bid - followed by a
refreshment break
Introduction to the NPS, the NZSGB and the Library, followed by displays
14.45 - c.16.30
by memb ers of both Societies on 'Surcharges and Overprints'
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PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE
Society publications are now available:
SP 1: Aspects a/Collecting New Zealand Stamps. (Out of Stock)
SP 2: Index to The Kiwi Volumes 1 to 50. Printed and CD Version.
SP 3: The Kiwi Volumes 1 - 50. Full text on CD
Price: SP 1: £10 inc. P. & P.
SP 2 & SP 3, £30 in UK and £35 overseas airmail inc. P. & P. (Society members will
receive a 40% discount, i.e. £18 for UK and £21 for overseas»
Payment accepted in NZ$, US$ or £St. All orders to:
New Zealand Society of Great Britain
9, Ashley Drive,
Walton-on Thames,
Surrey KIl2 IJL

NOTES OF THE MEETING OF THE SOCIETY HELD IN LONDON ON MAY 30 TH , 2009
Derek Diamond opened the meeting by inviting contributions from those present. Keith
Collins and Paul Wreglesworth commented on items that are contained elsewhere in this issue of
The Kiwi - the question posed in the last issue and bullseyes on the SSF. Terry Grourk showed a
block of the 6d First Pictorials on which the perforations were so poor that scissors had been used
to separate the stamps. Mike O'Keefe showed a pair of stamps that he had found in an estate
collection with 'Universal Postage' and the value 1/-: nobody was able to assist in their
identification. Dean Curtis displayed a block of plate proofs of the FFQs. Michael Wilkinson
showed a recently acquired receipt franked with aId Dominion that was addressed to his
namesake and a recently acquired book for the library: Ray Collins on Airmails.
Lastly in the morning session, a visitor from Napier, John Gahagan, showed some items from
the 1931 Earthquake: an unusual letter which had been carried but was unfranked and not subject
to a surcharge and a printed envelope from the Napier Earthquake Refugee Camp and an identity
card from one of the survivors. He also showed an internal letter posted during WWII in Napier
addressed to a German doctor in Gisborne which had been subjected to censorship.
The afternoon session opened with 24 members present. Derek started with some Society
announcements. First, he announced that nearly all the SG catalogues offered at a reduced price
had sold: if anybody is still interested, please contact Paul Wreglesworth. Secondly, he requested
more material for the packet and congratulated Bernard Atkinson on his good work. He made the
point that the task may be come very onerous if, as has happened recently, packets go missing.
The three recent losses had occurred because those receiving the packet had not followed
instructions when passing them on. The result, of course, is that not only are the packets lost but
the insurance is void.
Thirdly, Derek announced the Society is to publish, jointly with the RPSNZ, a book on the OPSO
Overprints by Colin Capill. Price not yet set but, hopefully, available before the end of the year.
With regard to publications, Derek said that he had heard from John Watts, our man in NZ, who
informed him that the book on the Chalons by John, Gerald Eliott and Tom Lee, is complete and it
is planned to publish it as a CD. The NZ Society of GB has agreed to act as distributors in the UK.
John had also informed him that Bob Odenwellers book on the Chalons is nearly complete and
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will be published jointly by the RPSL and the RPSNZ . The publication date for Bob' s book is not
yet available.
Auckland City Stamps has been purchased by David Holmes .
Derek then handed over to John Stimson who lead the afternoon session describing how he
used computers to facilitate his stamp collecting. He informed us that he had worked for IBM for
many years and had been instrumental in the introduction of their first personal computers: indeed,
overtime from that period had allowed him enlarge his stamp collect ion signifi cantly.
He divided his talk into a number of sections including the history of computing, his own
collecting interests and the way that a computer was useful in pursuing those interests, the way
that advances in computer technology had facilitated the uses, colour handlin g, hints and tips on
using the web and, finally, his latest computer project.
As the reader will appreciate, there was a huge amount of information given during the
meeting. If there are further questions arising out of this report, I suggest that it would be
appropriate to use the new Society Forum to seek assistance.
John's own interests were based around the Second Sidefaces (SSF) and included all aspects of
the issue including plating of the Adson's. More recently, he had also started to collect postmarks
on the SSFs.
He has now scanned and stored images of all his collection. This has been possible because of
the increasing size of memory: in 2000, a hard disc was about 540mb , in 2002, about 8 gigabytes
and by 2009, about I terabyte (l ,000 gigabytes). Images were large files and their storage relied on
having sufficient space available.
The other change in technology has been the improvement in scanning. The quality of the
image depends on the resolution. This has increased from 50 dpi (dots per inch) to 300 dpi and
now up to 64,000 dpi. Most printers, at present, can print a maximum of 300 dpi but it is likely
that this resolution will also increase so the advice is to scan at a high resoluti on to future proof the
image.
The improvement in communication has also helped as it has become much swifter to
download images from the interne t. Similarly, the increasing flexibility and pervasiveness of the
internet has made a difference with the availability of almost limitless information and auction
sites etc.
Overall, a useful project has been in re-constructin g the Adsons sheets. The use of an image
means that plating is easier and that the front of the stamp is also available.
John has now produced his own database using Microsoft Access. He tried a number of
commercially available products but found that the chief difficulty was in linking two images of
each stamp into the datab ase entry. Initially, he had stored the images in the database but this had
made it cumbersome to use and now the images are stored separately with links to the database
entry. The database holds informati on on all aspects of the particular stamp and can be searched to
produce a list of all examples with, for example , a Wellington postmark. An attraction of this
approach had been that John was able to write his data entry form and, therefore , select only the
information that he wished.
Some time was spent in discu ssing the accurate reproduction of colour in a scanned image. The
production of accurate colour depends on the colour representations produced by a number of
parts of the system including the source, such as a scanner or camera, the screen and the printer.
The International Colour Consortium is an industry consortium that has defined an open standard
for a Colour Matching Module and colour profiles for devices. This means that the correct colour
can be reproduced and that the process can be replicated.
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Profiles may be established for scanners, screens and printers and the information can then be
used to adjust the image produced through the software, such as Photoshop. Unfortunately, paper
and ink also affect the output but high quality product also has a profile and may be used to
produce reproducible results.
John had some advice about maintenance of your system : maintain hardware, ensure your
Firewall is on, ensure proper virus protection and ensure that you receive Microsoft updates as
they are available.
John described his latest project: trying to complete a collection of postmarks used on the SSFs.
In all, Wooders lists 2,136 Post Offices with A class cancellers. Most of these were open during
the period 1882 - 1900. The database allows the collection to be recorded and classified. It may
also be linked to Google maps to allow particular offices to be located.
David Goodgame described a database that he had produced to try and identify partial
postmarks on stamps: it has the names of all the Post Offices and can search by strings of letters.
This produces a short list of possibilities which may usually then be further narrowed down using
internal evidence.
The meeting finished with Paul Wreglesworth describing the new Forum that is available
through the Society website (See page 91 in this issue of The Kiwi) .
Throughout the afternoon, John showed great patience with the questions from the audience.
Overall, it was a most interesting afternoon during which we all learned much new information
and were inspired to view our IT companion in a new light.
Derek Diamond gave a vote of thanks and the meeting closed at 16.30.

NOTES OF THE MEETING OF THE NORTHERN GROUP HELD ON MAY 16TI . , 2009
There were eight members present with apologies received from two more. The meeting was a
members meeting and displays were as follows:
Jack Lindley showed the ANZAC issues from 2008 and 2009, the red triangle postcards as
shown in The Kiwi (including three used examples), a set of postcards by airclassique to celebrate
th
the 60 Anniversary of the NAC Airline and a set of postcards from the 1990 Commonwealth
Games with a postmark from each day of the Games .
Gordon Mellor asked a query about some postmarks of Hawkes Bay that he displayed . He had
been unable to identify them : after discussion, one of those in question turned out to be a
HAWKES BAY R.P.O.
Paul Wreglesworth displayed covers from the 1970's with a range of postage rates,
registration, fiscal use, deficient postage, undelivered mail and Forces Concession rates. He also
had a section on the Seebeck adverts.
Stuart Potter showed 1936 booklets, including a complete example of the April 1936 2/booklet. He continued with King George VI plate and imprint blocks and booklet panes. He
finished with a 1/- KGVI with a significant shift of the centre and an example of the 2d which had
been misperforated.
Don Scregg was next. He displayed a block of 16 plate proofs of the I d Dominion showing a
watermark variety that was described in a Campbell Paterson Bulletin in October 1981. He
followed with covers from the 1890's and 1900's showing a range ofTPOs. Then came a section
showing stamps with either a photograph or print in the design of the stamp from the 1940
Centennial , Otago and Canterbury Centennial issues.
[an Laurie concluded the afternoon by illustrating the effect of oxidation on the gold printing
of a range of stamps .
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Again, an excellent meeting with a wide range of interesting material.
The meeting closed at 15.00.
NOTES OF THE MEETING OF THE SCOTTISH GROUP HELD ON MAY 30TII 2009
Seven members met at Erskine, Rcnfrewshire , on the afternoon of May so". Starting at David
Stalker's house with a delicious lunch prepared by his wife, Dorothy , the group decamped to
nearby Dargavel House, a 16th century stately home preserved by virtue of being in the middle of
the BAe Systems factory site. A tour of this interesting building was followed by the meeting
proper, for which a large room provided excellent facilities .
Following a show of recent acquisitions, members presented displays which demonstrated the
wide-range of collecting interests within the group. David Stalker started with a comprehensive
display of the first three issues of the Frama labels: first, the 6-week trial in 1984, with a button-set
comprising just 3 values (24c, 30, 35c) but also giving other values as change; then the 1986
'pictorial' issue with values from I c - 24c printed on a map background; and finally the 1988
issue on the Flag background. FDCs and commercially used examples were included, as well as
0.00 values.
James Smith presented an attractiv e collection of Airmail covers with many First Flights from
the 1950s - 70s relating to new services within New Zealand and overseas from a number of
different NZ towns.
Ken Andison showed animals on NZ stamps demonstrating that it has been a very popular
theme, ranging much more widely than the expected sheep and cattle . Unlike some countries, NZ
Post has adhered to indigenous species (plus the inevitable Christmas reindeer and prehistoric
animals).
John Brown gave a well - researched display of postmarks from nine ' matched pairs' of
Scottish and NZ towns or villages which shared the same name. The concentration around Otago
towards the south of the South island suggested this has been a particularly popular destination for
Scottish settlers.
Bob Clark had an interesting display of covers showing how the routing of overseas mail from
NZ had to be changed during WWII due to the effective closure of the' Mediterranean. Two of the
covers had been in transit when the closure began but arrived at their destination after multiple
redirection having taken 60 - 70 days compared with the previous norm of 12 days. One of the
most interesting temporary routes was the Horseshoe which went by air to Durban via Egypt(!)
and then on to the UK by sea.
John Studholme displayed each of the 1959 commemorative issues complete with FDCs and
varieties including missing and shifted colours.
Michael Kirwan showed the KGY definitives, both recess and surface printed (excluding the
Admirals). Each printing, paper and perforation were covered together with varieties such as
imperforate pairs, major misperforations, offsets and inverted watermarks.
David Stalker rounded off the displays with a comprehensive show of the latest
commemorative issues.
During subsequent discussions, dates were agreed fro the group 's 2010 meetings: June 19th and
October 30th, one in the East and one in the West, hosted by John Studholme and Ken Andison
respectively. Members were asked to put these dates in their diaries. It was also agreed to welcome
any members of the Australian Society to future meetings if they wished to attend.
Finally, members were reminded that the next meeting is a joint one with the Northern Group
which will be held in Carlisle on October 24th, 2009.
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,~ If you:

;

Need a new challenge
~
~ Have decidedfor any reason that you are not getting the satisfa ction from your New Zealand
~ stamp collection that you used to and would like to try a new subject/issue

:

;

$.

•·

·

;

• Would like a valuation on your collection carried out by experienced stafffrom the worlds
leading New Zealand dealers
• Simply need some good advice about what to do next with your collection

;
;

; Then contact us for a confidential chat and - if appropriate - a free valuation and offer.
;
f
't
~ Remember that our advice is free, draws on a wealth of experience and is given with the confident I
~~ knowledge of the New Zealand market over the past 60 years as it stands at present.
~
I
!
~
~ For a friendly discussion, simply phone Derek Redshaw, 76 Hermitage Road, St Johns, Woking,
i
Surrey VOl483 833 147 or Warwick Paterson in Auckland, V (toll free) 0500 893 975.
~
: It's as easy as that and what's more, it will cost you nothing.

!

Campbell Paterson Ltd.
P.O. Box 5555
Auckland 1141
New Zealand

We're as far away as your own phone

ANNUAL SOCIETY AUCTION NOTIFICATION
The annual club auction will be held on November 28th, 2009 and managed by a team of club
members under the direction of the auctioneer - Alan Baker. The rules are clearly stated below
and will be strictly applied to assist in the smooth running of the event.
I. Vendors must send a written description of each lot for sale to the Editor of The Kiwi to
arrive not later than July 17th, 2009. Each lot description must state the vendor's reserve
price. No market estimate is required. Do NOT send items for sale to the Editor - only a
description of each lot. The minimum reserve is £3. The Editor will acknowledge receipt of
lot descriptions within 5 days. He will subsequently supply a copy of the auction list entry
for proof-reading and this will include notification of the lot numbers.
2. Vendors should attach the correct Lot number to each lot. Lots should be contained in clear
envelopes. Labels should be at least I em. square and located in the SE comer of the lot.
Vendors unable to attend the auction must send their material to: Alan Baker, 2, Leighton
Way, Avenue Road, Epsom, Surrey KTl8 7QZ to arrive not later than November 19th.
Vendors attending the auction must deliver their lots to the auctioneer not later than 11.30
on the day of the auction.
3. Viewing will commence at 12.30. The auction will commence promptly at 14.00.
4. Successful purchasers attending the auction will be given their lots during the auction on
condition that they settle their account before leaving.
5. Vendors may not remove unsold lots without the authority of the auctioneer.
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6. Successful purch asers not present will be contacted by email or telephone . Provided that
payment is sent by return, lots will be despat ched as promptly as possible.
7. Unsold lots and sales less all expenses will be returned to vendors once all sales income is
received.
8. Only the first 400 descriptions will be accepted for sale in the auction of November 29th,
2009.
9. The Society will insure all items from the time of their receipt by the auctioneer until the
time of purcha se or return to vendor.
10. No postage costs are paid by the Society. A lotting fee of £O.50p per lot is payable by the
vendor. The Society fee remains at 10% of the hammer price and will be paid by the
vendor.
11. Failure to abide by rules 4, 5 or 6 will render the person ineligible to participate in
subsequent auctions.
12. The auctioneer has the right to declin e lots that do not conform to their description or
which, in his view , are of insufficient quality to sell.
APPEAL
Each year it has been the practice of generou s memb ers to offer items, philatelic and general, to
be auctioned for Society funds. This is much appreciated. Please see what you have that is surplus
to your requirements. No matt er what it is, we will be delighted to receive it, preferably by July
17th, 2009 to appear in the catal ogue , otherwis e at any time up to 12.00 noon on Kiwi Day.
Rememb er to bring vour catalogue to the auction. Copies avai lable in the room will cost £ 1.00.

INFORMATION RECEIVED:
INFORMATION RECEIVED
MEDIA RELEASE
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF A NEW ZEALAND ICON
The Auckland Harbour Bridge is a magnificent piece of New
Zealand infrastructure that has transformed the lives of Aucklanders,
and had a significant impact on the region al landscape and character.
New Zealand Post is marking the so" Anniversary of this
remarkable structures opening, throu gh the special release of a
commemorative stamp issue.
' We are proud to be able to recognise 50 years of the bridge, and
its role in the lives of so many New Zealanders,' said Ivor Masters,
General Manager Stamps.
' This New Zealand icon has been a catalyst for the growth of the greater Auckland region, and
generated a number of previousl y unimaginable opportunities for expansion and development in
the 50 years since it opened .'
One hundred years after the first plans were drawn, the bridg e was officiall y opened by
Governor-General Lord Cobham on 30 May 1959. The 50 cent stamp shows thousands of
pedestrians crossing the box truss bridge before it was opened to traffi c. In its first year, the bridge
was used by 4.9 million vehicles.
The $1.50 stamp features an image of the bridge in 1961. By the mid sixties, usage increased to
10.6 million vehicles annually , a figure dwarfed by the more than 60 million vehicles that crossed
it in 2008.
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To cope with the growth in traffic volumes, Japanese company IHI clipped two new lanes to
each side of the bridge using the existing pier supports. The world's first moveable lane barrier
was installed on the Auckland Harbour Bridge in 1990 to help manage the traffic flow . It is now
moved four times a day to create an extra lane at peak times.
Today, the bridge is more than an essential link between Auckland City and the North Shore; it
is also a visitor destination that offers bridge climbing and bungy jumping experiences. Images of
the bridge in the early morning and evening appear on the $1.00 and $2.00 stamps.
The stamps and first day cover have been designed by Mata Limited, Auckland and printed in
offset lithography by Southern Colour Print of Dunedin. They will be available from the usual
outlets from 1 May, 2009.
FORTHCOMING EVENT
MidPex 2009
Midpex 2009 will be held on July n". 2009 at the Xcel Leisure Centre, Mitchell Avenue,
Canley, Coventry CV4 8DY. This is a new venue which is about 1 mile from the previous venue .
The event will be open between 10.00 and 17.00.
There will be more than 50 dealers in attendance and more than 40 specialist societies will have
stands and displays.
To find the Xcel Leisure Centre from the North: follow A45 into Coventry. Go past
Sainsbury's shopping Centre, get into right hand lane and take the right tum at the next traffic
island (Homebase on left and Fire Station on right). At the next island, tum right into Charter
Avenue. Next island, tum left into Mitchell Avenue and the Xcel Centre is about 200 yds. on right.
To find the Xcel Leisure Centre from the South: Take A45 north towards Birmingham. After
crossing the Kenilworth road traffic lights, keep in left lane and take left tum at Canley island
(Homebase on right). Thereafter, as form the North.
PUBLICATION RECEIVED

'Cachets, Cancels and Cards aspects ofthe postal history ofthe New Zealand Expeditionary
Force in World War I ' Author J. Murr, Pub. Postal History Society of New Zealand, P.O.
Box 99-673, Newmarket, Auckland, New Zealand 1149. Handbook No. 71. ISBN 0-908-5884-6.130 pages with nearly 200 b&w illustrations. Price NZ$31 (+P&P).
This book is based on a manuscript compiled by John Murr before his death in 2000. The
manuscript was passed to David Holmes who has given it to the PHSNZ for publication. The final
text has been produced by Graham Robertson. The monograph was based on John's collection and
aims to expand on the information given in Startup and Prouds History of the New Zealand
Military Postal Services.
The book is divided into three sections: 1. The Period August 1914 - December 1914,2. Egypt
and Gallipoli, December 1914 - June 1916 and 3. Reinforcements, Troop-ships and their
datestamps and NZ Camp Postal Services. Each section has a descriptive text and a number of
illustrations. There are also five appendices, the first on the Main Body Troopships and Units
transported, the second on Transports used to move troops to Gallipoli, the third on the Hospital
Ships and Ambulances, the fourth on the additional units formed in NZ before and during the
Gallipoli Campaign and the fifth detailing the troopships carrying reinforcements.
There is an enormous amount of information contained in the book and it will be a very useful
reference work for collectors of this period. A particular strength is in John's special interest, the
medical care and welfare provision for the troops . The illustrations are well reproduced for the
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most part although some could have benefited from a border to make them stand out more
dis tinctly.
If I have a criticism, it is that the text and illustrations are not always well related to each other
making it difficult sometimes to make best use of the information available.
There is also a useful list of references at the end of the tex t altho ugh I was a little surpr ised that
John Firebrace's book on the Near East Campaigns of 1914 - 24 was omitted.
evertheless, this is a book with a huge amount of information which will be invaluable to
collectors of the period.

RESPONSES TO PREVIOUS ARTICLES:
A Q ESTIO

POSED, A PROBLEM SOLVE D
KEITH COLLI S

..................................•...................
.
.
I
245

Figure I: Lot 245 in J. Mowbray' Private Treaty Sale
In the last issue of The Kiwi (1), there was a somewhat cryptic note in the meeting report about
a curious item that I displayed. There has been some interest expressed by those who do not have
sight of John Mowbray 's Private Treaty catalogue and so I thought that it might be worth
expanding on the problem and explaining the solution.
The item in question was Lot 245 in the catalogue. It was a plate block of the 3/- Second
Pictorial wit h a single watermark, inverted and reversed (CP L 14c). A rare enough item in its own
right, catalogued at NZ$ 16,OOO, HOWEVER the illustration (Figure 1) appeared to show that the
stamps were complete offsets.
We had an interesting debate at the meeting about possible mechanisms for the production of a
complete sheet having an offset impression but were unable to arrive at a convincing explanation.
I have subsequently contacted John Mowbray and am able to explain the appearance of the
block. Apparently, since the beginning of this year, the practice has been to print the stamp
inverted etc . to draw peoples attention to watermark varieties. On this occasion, the printer was
asked to reverse the image to show the watermark the correct way round. The image should also
have been inverted to have the watermark correctly conveyed.
Problem so lved!
Reference:
1. Anon. ' Notes of the Meeting held in London on March 28th, 2009 '. The Kiwi (2009). Vol. 58 No. 3. P. 52.
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THE RED TRIANGLE SERIES OF POSTCARDS
JACK LI DLEY

Figure I: Used example of ' Fritz sends up a Flare'

Following the discussion of these postcards (l ), I was fortunate enough to purch ase three cards
from the series in an auction in New Zealand. Interestingly, they are all used . The cards were:
' On Duty at a Listening Post': dated 18-11-18 and cancelled at FPO 98 on 21 NO 18. Addressed
to T. W. Hill in Napier with the greeting ' Dear Mother and Father' .

' Fritz sends up a Flare in No-Mans-Land. When a Digger fee ls as big as a house' : dated 18-11-18
and cancelled at FPO 98 on 21 NO 18 (illustrated in Figure 1). Addressed to Mrs. F. Ewbank, his
sister, Grace , in Napier
'Amiens Cathedral from the Banks ofthe Somme': dated 22/1 1/18 and cancelled at FPO 98 on 23
NO 18. Also addressed to Mrs. F. Ewbank .
All cards are written in the same hand , Arth ur Hill. All carry the same censor mark , No. 6846 and
have been censored by the same officer (?E. A. G. Waters).
This trio wou ld seem to confirm the report of the only other used example by John Watts ( 1)
which was also processed through FPO 98. It would also confirm that they appeared late in the
War (Alan Jackson (2» and they came together in a packet (Lorraine Maguire (2) .
References:

I. Various authors: ' Further Information about the Red Cross Card ' The Kiwi (2009). Vol. 58 No.
2. Pp. 36-38.
2. Various authors: ' The Red Cross Cards' The Kiwi (2009). Vol. 58 No. 3. P. 62

THE HACKMEY 2/- RATE COVER
Gerald Eliott writes that he was surprised to read in the meet ing report in the last Kiwi that the
cover was thought to be a quadruple rate 6d rather than a triple rate 8d. He was involved with
Spink in writing the descriptions and belie ves that the progression rate was not chan ged to 1, 2, 3,
4 until April 1st 1870 which would make the catalogue statement correct.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
THE FIRST PICTORIAL ISSUE RECONSIDERED
DEREK DIAMOND
th
Between April 5 , 1898 and various dates extending up to November 1911, fourteen different
face values were issued to the New Zealand public for use in paying their postage using stamps
whose design totally avoided a picture of the monarch, be it Queen Victoria or King Edward VII.
To accomplish this, three different plate makers were used, as were printers in both London and
Wellington, with the use of line and comb perforators and, most important of all - a variety of
papers. My analysis records a total of eight paper varieties. The challenge facing any compiler of
stamp catalogues and all collectors is how to arrange this substantial complexity created in
producing the stamps in such a manner that it makes comprehensible the story that gave rise to the
complexity. In attempting to do this for the First Pictorial Issue (FPI) in a forthcoming book, I and
my co-author Ernie Leppard (now sadly deceased) arrived at an arrangement that is distinctly
different from those currently in existence. The purpose of this article is to explain how this arose
and to request constructive comment from fellow philatelists so that they can be considered before
the final draft of the book goes to the printer.
My argument for the chosen arrangement, set out in tabular form in Figure 1, is based on one
central objective, to provide as much explanation of why and what happened as possible.
Consequently, the classification criteria selected are those that most assist in this over-riding
purpose which, in this case, I conclude are design (including face value, colour and design details),
the paper used and chronology, meaning when they were printed and issued. How the stamps were
separated from each other (viz. the perforations) is regarded as of secondary importance. However
changes in perforation largely but not entirely coincide with changes in paper in the First Pictorial
Issue. The fact that applying these particular criteria to the First Pictorials gives a result that is
distinctively different from those in the major reference sources is perhaps somewhat surprising.
The very different arrangements in Stanley Gibbons and Campbell Paterson catalogues clearly
show that even when the primary aim is an understandable and comprehensive listing, there are
still distinctive outcomes. Clearly, therefore, if one puts the emphasis more on explanation than
description, the choice of key criteria will almost certainly give rise to new and different outcome.
It is for the reader to judge whether the advantages of doing so outweigh the disadvantages. It is in
this context that I have tried in Figure 1 to demonstrate how my story compares with those of
Stanley Gibbons and Campbell Paterson. The Campbell Paterson catalogue classifies the issue by
value and Stanley Gibbons catalogue by date of issue: each approach has limitations that may be
resolved by using a combination of factors as detailed above. Not at all surprisingly, there are
considerable similarities as well as major differences.
For the purposes of this article, I am concerned solely with the stamps issued and I exclude all
reference to the public design competition which preceded the First Pictorials, to all proof
material, to the Waterlow & Sons sample stamps, to the preceding issue of second side-faces and
to the largely contemporaneous issue known as the Penny Universal. It is, hopefully, sufficient
given the space available, to assert that all these connected events do not in any way detract from
the arrangement described - indeed as I hope the forthcoming book will show, they support it.
In essence, the story of the First Pictorial Issue can be told based on a combination of the three
criteria identified above, as an event with the four distinct phases which are labelled (in sequence)
in Figure 1 as The London Printing, The Second and The Third Local Printings. As I have shown
in Figure 1, there are important coincidences such as when a change of plate maker is also a
change in the paper used and a change in printer although this is not always the case. The
important criterion differentiating the first and second local printings is the change in paper and in
both these phases the plate maker and the printer were the same.
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The consequence of giving design maximum significance is clearly shown in Figure I in two
main ways. First, the half-penny Mt. Cook green is treated as an integral part of the First Pictorial
series, not as a separate issue as is implied in Campbell Paterson's catalogue ('F' not ' E' ).
Secondly, there is the total exclusion of the Penny Universal design. I justify this on design
grounds - it being more associated with the campaign for universal penny post in the Empire than
in promoting tourism and immigration to New Zealand. The purist might well object to the I Yzd
stamp being included in the First Pictorial set on both design grounds and because, although it was
printed in New Zealand, the plates were made in New York. Interestingly, this is a simplification
that all other classifiers have adopted and I attempt to identify its distinctive identity in Figure I by
giving it a shaded background.
There is another and equally important compromise to be made between the messy nature of
reality and the need to keep arrangement as simple as possible. I have therefore exercised my
judgement and have excluded from the basic arrangement all the examples of paper varieties that
do not conform to the 4 phase model. There are 5 of these and they are listed below the main
section of the table in Figure I . The justification for this is that all 5 were very limited printings as
is amply confirmed from a quick glance at their values in the catalogues and all are explained
either as emergency printings or experimental printings and on these grounds cannot be regarded
as of the same overall importance in the First Pictorial story as the other four printings. This is not
to deny that they are of the utmost philatelic interest, as is the other major exception - the 1Y2d
stamp.
The other major criterion used (alongside design and paper) in devising the arrangement
depicted in the figure, and importantly used in all other arrangements, is chronology. Thirteen out
of the 14 values in the London printing appeared together on April 5th 1998 with only the famous
correction of the mis-spelt 'Wakitipu' being issued only one month later. Fourteen values of the
First Local Printing appeared over the 12 month period between May 1899 and May 1900,
irrespective of whether the Pirie paper used was unwatermarked or watermarked with the double
lined 'NZ and Star' . The exceptions are,of course, again the 11hd issued in December 1900 and
the two paper varieties of the Yzd issued close together in December 1901 and January 1902.
However even these so-called exceptions do not overlap the introduction of Cowan watermarked
paper which commenced in April 1902 with the Yzd and continued until early in 1907. It should be
noted that 3 further paper varieties arise in this extended era of use of the Cowan watermarked
paper as shown in Figure 1. More contentious I suspect is the fact that phase 3 (Second Local
Printing) defined here as use of the Waterlow & Sons colonial plates with Cowan watermarked
paper includes stamps with perforations 11, 14, 11 x 14 (compound) and mixed perforations.
Most stamps perforated 11 appeared earlier than those perforated 14, hence the Stanley Gibbons
listing in this sequence. However , this is by no means the whole story and as the existence of the
compound perforations strongly suggest , both perforation 11 and 14 machines were, on occasions,
in use at the same time. Although chronologicall y there is only a matter of weeks separating the
last issued stamp from the Colonial plates (1Yzd value in February 1907) and the first issued stamp
from the new Perkins Bacon plates (3d in March 1907), there is in fact a clean break as in the case
of the' boundaries' between the first 3 phases of my suggested arrangement.
Does all this detail matter? What are the advantages of such a re-arrangement? The
disadvantages of introducing a further set of descriptive labels is clear - there could be confusion is everyone defining local printings in the same way? In my opinion the great advantage of a clear
arrangement with specified criteria linked to emphasising the explanation of what happened and
why is that it makes telling the philatelic story easier and allows the reader, and in philately the
viewer (of a display) to understand more readily than using the alternative arrangements. Unless
someone can convince me otherwise I intend to use this four-phase arrangement as the basic
structure in the forthcoming book on the First pictorial Issue.
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IName

I

Plate Maker
Paper and
Watermark

Chronology

II LONDON

I Waterlow &Sons Ltd.

I

Un-named 2
None

April 5 IS9S

I"
•
d
2
2Y,"

2y,d

Waterlow & Sons Ltd.(Colonial Plates)
Pirie
Noneor SG 3S/CP W6

I

May IS99 - May
1900
CP
SG
y,d
273
F1
Jd
274
E3a
E4a
.I-~d : 275
2"
276 E6a

SG
246
247

CP
FI
2a

24S
249
250

E5a
E7a
ESa

2Y,"

261

E9b

•
260

ESb

3"

251

E9a

3d

4"

252

El la

4"

262

El2a

5"

253

E13a

5"

263

E13b

6d

254

EI4a

6d
6d

264
265

EI4b
EI4c

•

Notes

II SECOND LOCAL' II THIRD LOCAL
Perkins Bacon

I

(London Plates)

y,d

Number of stamps
Paper Varieties

II FIRST LOCAL

S"

255

EI6a

S"

266

El6b

9d

256

EI7a

9"

267

EI7b

1/-

257

EISa

1/-

26S

EISb

2/-

25S

E20a

2/-

269

E20b

5/-

259

E21a

5/-

270

E21b

14

15
Y,"
Y,"

2S5
293

F2

F3

.

I

Cowan
Watermark SG 43/CP W7

April 1902 - February
1907
SG
CP
y,d
F4
300
•
)\.;d
~4 b :':
318
-,
2"
E6b
•
2Y,"
30S
ESc
320
ESd
3"
309
E9c
321
E9d
4"
310
EI2b
322
EI2c
5"
311
E13c
323
E13d
•
6d
312
El4e
324
EI4g
313ab EI4f
S"
313
EI6c
325
EI6d
9"
314
EI7c
326
E17d
1/315
EISd
327
ElSe
2/316
E20d
E20e
32S
5/317
E21c
317a
E21d
E2 1e
329
329a
E21f
13
6"
265bd EI4d
1/315ba ElSe
2/269a
E20c

I

March 1907 - July
1905
SG
CP
y,d
374
F5
•

·•
•
•

•
3"

315

EIO

376

EI5

3S1

EI9

•
•
•
6"

•
•
1/-

•

4

I, For simplification. this tabulation ignores the SO and CP catalogue numbersof stamps with p. II and P. 14 in
combination
2. Paper selected by Waterbw & Sons Ltd. to suit engraved stamps and described by Campbell Paterson as '!hinnish
finely surfaced', but is variable as noted in The Postage Stamps of New Zealand, Vol. I. P. 643.
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THE GOVE RNME T PRJ TER AND 'CROSS' A D 'TARGET' MARK INGS
PA L WREGLE WO RTH
In the December edition of ew Zealand Stamp Collector, the Journal of the Royal Philatelic
ociety of New Zealand, an appeal was placed by Robin Gwynn asking for examples and reports
of the ' cross' and ' target' (or ' bulls-eye ' ) markings that appeared in the margins of some Second
Sideface stamps. Only one single example was forthcoming as a result of this appeal which is
perhaps an indicator as to the relati ve scarcity of such items.

..•.....•.•...........•

···
·•••
·••
··•

Figure 1. The 'C ross' on the 2d

Figure 2. The ' Bullseye Marking on the 8d

These markings appear to be unique to the Government Print er, Wellington and they were
pre ent on some plate s used for printing of the econd Sideface stamps. These were amongst the
first prepared in ew Zea land as the plates for the First ideface issue were produc ed in England
by De La Rue. The marks were used for a relati vely short period of tim e and then removed from
the plates. At about the same time they appeared on plates used by the Government Printer for the
' Palm Tree' issues of Sam oa and we also know they were used on plates used to print the ' George
I' issue of Tonga.
Why these markings were used and , equall y, why they were dispensed with is something we
would like to understand. Equally why stop using them on New Zealand stamps (last used around
1892) and then start using them for amo an stamps later in the 1890s? At this stage we are seeking
general information on their use so that we can draw some initial conclusions abo ut the period of
use and provide a basis on which others may later add.
The following is a list of the items of wh ich we are currently aware. It is not a long list!:I.

econd idefac e Stam ps (a ll perforated 12 x 11Y2)
I d, die 2, plate 4 ( 1886), 6mm waterma rk, mint strip 4 from top right pane with target
Id, die 2, plate 5 (1887-9), 7mm watermark, mint block 12 from bottom left pane with target
but no cross
Id, die 3, 7mm watermark, mint single from bottom of sheet with target

Id, die 3, plate 6 (188 9), 4mm watermark, mint strip 3 from bottom left pane with target
Id, die 3, plate 6 ( 1889), 4mm watermark, mint block 4 from top left pane with target
2d, die I , 6mm watermark, mint block 4 from bottom right pane with cross (Fig ure I )
2d, die I . plate I , 6mm waterma rk, used single from top of shee t with part target
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2d, die 2, 6mm watermark, mint pair from bottom right pane with target and sheet number
93580
2d, die 2, 7mm watermark, mint pair from top left pane with target
2d die 3, 7mm watermark, mint block 4 from bottom right pane with cross (this may be the
block described on p. 25 of The Postage Stamps ofNew Zealand, Vol. 4).
3d, 6mm watermark, block 12 from top of sheet with target
4d, 6mm watermark, mint strip 3 from bottom right pane with target, also has sheet number
121856
8d, 6mm watermark, block 4 from bottom right pane with target, also has sheet
number 75321. (Figure 2)
2. Proof Material
Posthumously reprinted black prints (all imperf) are known, made from the original plates ,
c.1906-1910, showing these markings:
1d, die 3, 1889 plate, block 4 from top left pane with cross
1d, die 3, 1889 plate, block 4 from bottom right pane with cross
1d, die 3, 1889 plate, block 4 from top left pane with target

l d, die 3, 1889 plate, block 4 from top right pane with target
I d, die 3, 1889 plate, block 4 from bottom left pane with target
1d, die 3, 1889 plate, block 4 from bottom right pane with target
ld, die 3,1889 plate, inter-panneau block 48 from bottom of sheet with cross and target
on right hand pane and target only on left hand pane
1d, die 3, 1889 plate, vertical block 12 from top right pane with target
1d, die 3, 1889 plate, block 4 from top left pane with target.
3. Related Sideface Material
Markings on pieces of selvedge used to seal the flap on the back of envelopes. Four such examples
were in the Lex Robb collection, all backstamped at Christchurch (dates in brackets).
2d, target, - (27 November 1888)
2d, target , - (perhaps October 189-?)
2d, cross, - (2 April 1889)
3d, target, - (1 August 1890)
4. Similar Markings on Other Issues
Y2d Newspaper Stamp, watermark star, perf 12Y2, plate 2 (1888-92): mint block 80 showing both
cross and target, (illustrated in New Zealand Stamp Collector - March 1996)
Y2d Newspaper Stamp, watermark star , perf 12Y2(?): used single with target (described on p.19 of
The Postage Stamps ofNew Zealand, Vol. 4).
5. Other Material from the Government Printers, Wellington
Beer Duty Stamps - It is probable, but not confirmed, that the markings were used with second
type Beer Duty stamps - there is a confirmed sighting of a target marking on the selvedge of a 9/(36 gallon) green beer duty plate proof.
Samoan 'Palm Tree' issue - Both target and cross markings were used on these stamps - for
examples see pages 130, 148-9, 152-3, 161, 167 of Robert P. Odenweller, The Stamps and Postal
History of Nineteenth Century Samoa (RPSL/RPSNZ, 2004), or The Postage Stamps of New
Zealand, vol. V, section 5, chapter XXXV.
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T onga n 'Geor ge I' issu e - Both target and cross markings were used on these stamps. (Figure 3)

........ ... .,...

+
Figure 3: Examples from Tonga and amoa (Tongan courtesy of David Benson: access arranged by Dave Elsmore)

Since this list incorporates all examples in the two best Second Sideface collections of the last
ge neration, those of Ken Me aug ht and Lex Robb, we can sa fely assert that ew Zealand (as
opposed to amoan) pieces showing issued stamps with these mar ginal markings are rare. Indeed
we know onl y of one single item for most entri es on our list (two item s are known in two cases).
Why arc the y so uncommon?
cw
We would like to elicit the help of members in identifying an y material from this peri od
Zealand stamps or related items from the Go vernment Printer), whether in your own coll ection or
definitely known to you from auction catalogues etc.
Beyond that , we reali se we mu st widen our enquiry. Pl ea se al so let us kn ow of th e ex iste nce of
a ny co rner horizontal pairs, st r ips or blocks of th e Se cond Side fa ce perf 12 x 11 VI w h ich
show se lvedge attached, ev en if th ev do not show an v se lve d ge markings. This is reall y
important if we arc to take the next step in our enquiries. Thank you! (We are aware of the 2d
block (lo t 177) in the ir Gawaine Bailli e sa le - alth ou gh we wo uld we lco me knowled ge o f its
current whereabouts).
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CCMPLETE SHEETS OF STAMPS WANTED
Frank Parkinson will be known to readers through the publi cation of his detailed research into
printing flaws in a range of issues. He is now seeking complete sheets of some more recent issues
to further his researches . The issues he requ ires are:
Value

Shee t Numbers requi red
4A3A3A3A,2 8282B2B,382B2828

05a

1960 Pictorials
2Y:zd Titoki
3d Kowhai

06a

4d Puarangi

1111,1 221

0 8a

6d Pikiarero

III

O IDa

8d Rata

11 21

O l la

9d Flag

14AI5

0 12a

1/- Log

108 IOC

c. P. Cat. Numbers
0 4a

2 111, 2 112, 2 123, 2 124, 2 125, 2235 ,
223 7,23 47,3335 ,333 7,33 47

005

1967 Pictorials
2c Kaka
2 Y:zc Kowhai
3c Purangi

0 06

4c Matua Tik umu

IAI AI AI A, 18I BI BI B, IAI A2AI A,
181 8 2818

OD7a

5c Pikiarero

IA IA I A, I 8 I8 I8

OD8a

6c Koro miko

IAI AI AI A,1 81 81 8I B

OD9a

7c Rata

18181 81 8

OD IDa

8c Flag

IAI A

OD I3a

20 Mao ri Rock Drawing

IA IA

0 03
004

18 18 182B, IA IA IA2A
18IBI81 8 ,I AI AI AI A, 2A2A2A3A
18181 8 18 , 28 2B2B3B, 2AI AI AI A,
2A2A2A3A

P9

1970 Pictorials
3c Lichen Moth
6c Sea Horse
7c Leather Jacket

181B1818

PI I

8c John Dory

181 8181 81 8

P I2

IOc Royal Stam p (Coat of Arms)

2A2A2A3A,2A2A2A4A

P5
P8

18181 8 ,I A2AI A
181 818

If anybo dy can assis t, can they please contact Frank by ema il: frankparkinso n@clear.neLnz.

NEW FORUM FOR MEMB ERS
Our Webmaster, Bob Clark, has set up a new facility for the Society. Accessed through the website,
it will provide a forum for discussion by members and anybody else willing to contribute. It is
envisaged that the primary use will be to post pictures and ask questions about problems encountered.
Hopefully, it may also act as an exchange in due course with members posting Wants Lists.
To access it, go to the Club Website and follow the instructions.
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We hope you enjoyed this outstanding catalogue and remembered to check our
cross-reference index for your speciality.....
Our handbook cata logues and all images
are now on our new website -

www.cavendish-auctions.com

Our 'London 2010' Auction Is building now-let us maximise your Collection's potential with
our worldwide marketing and unrivalled expert/se.
Please contact our New Zealand specialist Ken Baker or Nick Wraith for obligation-free advice.

Email:

stamps@cavendishphilauc.demon.co.uk
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Cavendish House
153-157 London Road
Derby UK DE12SY

Phone: 01332 250970
Fax: 01332294440
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